FIRST RETROSPECTIVE OF WORKS BY MEL KENDRICK TO OPEN
AT ADDISON GALLERY OF AMERICAN ART IN SPRING 2021
Mel Kendrick: Seeing Things in Things
Features Sixty Sculptures, Including Two Outdoor Installations Commissioned by the Addison
On View April 10 to October 3, 2021
Andover, MA (November 12, 2020) – Mel Kendrick: Seeing Things in Things, the first retrospective
dedicated to the artist’s work, will be on view at the Addison Gallery of American Art from April 10 to
October 3, 2021. The exhibition features more than sixty sculptures—including two outdoor installations
commissioned by the Addison—alongside sculptural “sketches,” prints, and photographs spanning the
artist’s decades-long career and tracing the evolution of his practice. Mel Kendrick: Seeing Things in
Things is currently scheduled to travel to the Parrish Art Museum in 2022.
One of America’s preeminent living sculptors, Mel Kendrick has been interrogating the nature of the
medium since the 1970s. This retrospective documents Kendrick’s sustained and inventive exploration
of process, medium, material, and meaning. Guided by the essential properties of wood, rubber, and
concrete, Kendrick invites viewers to meditate on the relationships between representation and
abstraction, sculpture and body, organic and synthetic, and natural and manmade.
“This is a long-overdue opportunity to examine the career of one of the boldest and most consistently
adventurous artists of his generation,” said Allison Kemmerer, the exhibition’s curator and interim
director of the Addison Gallery of American Art, Mead Curator of Photography, and senior curator of
contemporary art. “Products of a simultaneously analytical and intuitive process, his works are visual
puzzles that reward the patient and curious. For decades, Kendrick’s works have been asking us to look
more closely—both at the objects themselves and the world that inspired their creation.”
Kendrick, who is an alumnus of Phillips Academy, trained under Minimalist pioneers Robert Morris and
Tony Smith, paving the way for him to eschew illusionism in favor of works that probe their own
function and meaning. His pieces reveal the processes by which they were made, encouraging viewers
to engage with the same questions Kendrick posed when sculpting his works.
In addition to chronicling five decades of Kendrick’s sculptures, the exhibition features his negative print
photography, woodblock drawings, and “water drawings,” large-scale cast pulp-paper works that are
created by pressing pigment-stained rubber molds into wet paper paste.
Mel Kendrick: Seeing Things in Things extends the Addison’s rich history of curating solo exhibitions
dedicated to some of the country’s most significant artists. The Addison organized the first retrospective
of works by John Sloan, the first solo show in America of Josef Albers, the first survey of Charles and
Maurice Prendergast, and—with an exploration of the work of Hans Hofmann—the first major museum

exhibition devoted to an Abstract Expressionist. Its more recent monographic projects—many of them
firsts—have featured the works of Dawoud Bey, Trisha Brown, Carroll Dunham, Wendy Ewald, Sheila
Hicks, Kerry James Marshall, Frank Stella, William Wegman, and Terry Winters.
A catalogue—co-published with and distributed by Rizzoli Electa—will accompany the exhibition,
featuring an essay by independent scholar Nancy Princenthal providing an overview of Kendrick’s work
and its evolution. A series of focused writings by other scholars address various facets of Kendrick’s
oeuvre: Kemmerer addresses the artist’s little-known photographs; Adam Weinberg, Alice Pratt Brown
Director of the Whitney Museum of American Art (who first worked with Kendrick at the Addison in
2002), contributes an essay on the relationship between Kendrick’s prints and sculpture; Terrie Sultan,
prior director of the Parrish Art Museum, offers an in-depth analysis of one of the artist’s watershed
black oil sculptures; and Carroll Dunham, artist and Kendrick’s Phillips Academy classmate, contributes
an interview with Kendrick.
About the Addison Gallery of American Art
Devoted exclusively to American art, the Addison opened in 1931 and holds one of the most important
American art collections in the country. Its collection includes more than 23,000 works by artists such as
John Singleton Copley, Thomas Eakins, Winslow Homer, George Bellows, Georgia O’Keeffe, Jackson
Pollock, Lorna Simpson, Kara Walker, Jaune Quick-to-See Smith, Kerry James Marshall, Mark Bradford,
and Spencer Finch as well as photographers Eadweard Muybridge, Walker Evans, Robert Frank, Cindy
Sherman, Laurie Simmons, Sally Mann, Dawoud Bey, and Carrie Mae Weems, and many others. The
Addison Gallery, located in a stand-alone building on the campus of Phillips Academy—a residential school
of grades 9 through 12 in Andover, Massachusetts—offers a continually rotating series of exhibitions and
programs, all of which are free and open to the public.
The Addison is open to the public 10 a.m. – 5 p.m. on Friday and Saturday, and 1 – 5 p.m. on Sunday.
Admission is free, but reservations are required.
For more information, call 978-749-4015, or visit the website at www.addisongallery.org.
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